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Hope College Pays Tribute To Dr. Lubbers
In Dimnent Memorial Chapel this morning the Hope College faculty and student body a t tempted to express their gratitude to President Irwin Lubbers
for his 18 years of service to
the college.
On behalf of the faculty Dr.
Fried, chairman of the history
department, gave a tribute. Rick

Brandsma, Student Council p r e s ident, expressed the feelings of
the students, who especially a p preciate the interest President
Lubbers has shown f o r them in
his Presidential Luncheons, chapel talks and individual consultations.
Summing up for the student
body, Brandsma said, ''Formally

. . . we want to thank Dr. Lubbers for making Hope College
the fine institution of learning it
is today. We thank him for
maintaining as deep an interest in
us as students as he did in his administrative work. We thank him
for slowing us up when we w a n t ed to move too quickly and for
speeding us up when we wanted

to move too slowly.
"Our first impression of Dr.
Lubbers came when he told us
he was vitally interested in us
as being integral p a r t s of Hope
College. Our lasting impression
of him is something we will carry with us throughout our lives."
Other participants in the chapel included Lynn Adams, who

lead the responsive reading, and
the Chapel Choir, which sang
"Glory Be to God" by Rachmaninoff.
Following the service a t e a
open to the public was held by
the Pan-Hellenic Board.
See pages four and five for
more stories on Dr. Lubbers and
editorial on page seven.
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John Ciardi

For Fine Arts Festival

On Campus

An absurd anti-play, Eugene
lonesco's (U-nesco) Bald Soprano,
will be presented the weekend of
Feb. 16 by a group of college
and seminary students directed
by Dr. Edward Savage.
This production is the first experiment in t h e a t e r of the absurd
since the Fine Arts Festival's
Sandbox, last spring.
"This play has to be seen to be
understood," stated Bill Burke,
who plays Mr. Smifti. Donna
Davis, (Mrs. Martin), f u r t h e r
commented that, because of the
elusiveness of the work, "we
keep finding meanings of phrases
that we merely skimmed over a t
other rehearsals."
"No one can know exactly what
lonesco was trying to say in every
line, but little insights keep popping up as time goes by. The
stage scene is important to the
viewer in this manner, because
our blocking tells what we are to
each other, and something of what
we're trying to communicate."
Rich Mouw, Mr. Martin in the

To Honor Stringer

«
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Dr. Savage To Direct Play

$100 Scholarship

••

Hope College, Holland, Michigan

A memorial scholarship fund
in memory of the late C. James
Stringer, Jr., a Hope graduate of
1960, has been endowed to Hope
College by his parents. Dr. and
Mrs. C.J. Stringer of E a s t Lansing, Mich.
The annual $100 scholarship
will be awarded to a junior or
senior majoring in psychology
and will be presented at the Honors Assembly held each spring.
Jim was a psychology major
at Hope and was doing graduate
work in this field at Michigan
State University when he died or
injuries received in a hiking accident last Aug. 19.
A member of the First Presbyterian Church in Lansing and active in YMCA work, Jim was a
delegate to the YMCA Centennial
in Paris, France, in 1955. Also
active in sports and outdoor activities he had initiated the winter ski program a t Hope College.
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cast, explained that this new
form of theatre "challenges the
old concept, as there is a recessitation of drama as ritual.
There's a wealth of pans on the
intellectual, sociological, religious, institutions of the day, one
being British Empiricism, with
various mocks on the tough-mindedness of the British."
Margaret de Velder, Mary the
Maid in the play, added that it
"leaves the audience to find out
the meaning."
"The title itself is absurd,"
stated Mary de Velder (Mrs.
Smith), "as the Bald Soprano is
mentioned only once, and then because she always wears her. hair
in the same style. The theme is
that of lack of communication,
and points up the meaninglessness of conversation. When the
characters have something to say,
they don't communicate. If they
don't say anything, they do communicate."
One scene in which this hideous
lack of communication is shown
portrays a man and a woman running through their recent activities. They discover that they've
been to the same places, live in
the same house, sleep in the same
bed and their daughters are identical. Hence, they decide, they
must be each other's missing
mate.
Keep watch' for f u r t h e r announcement of the dates and time
of this production.

The Hope College Fine Arts
Festival will f e a t u r e the appearance of poet John Ciardi, according to Adrian Klaasen, Chairman of the Coordinating Committee.
Mr. Ciardi will be on campus
on Friday, March 22, and is
scheduled to give a public lecture t h a t evening.
One of the leading poets of this
country, Mr. Ciardi is also wellknown as a critic and lecturer.
He is presently poetry editor of
The Saturday Review.
, The Fine A r t s Festival will be
held March 22-24. Special events
in music, graphic a r t s and t h e a ter, as well as in literature, are
being planned.

Prof. Kleis To Turn Over
Chairmanship To Frissel

Climaxing the festival will be
the performance of Brahms' "A
German Requiem" on Sunday,
March 24, by the combined Chapel and Chancel Choirs, and Orchestra. Earlier scheduled f o r Feb.
14, the performance has been
postponed to become p a r t of the
Fine A r t s Festival. The "Requiem" Chorus and Orchestra are
under the direction of Dr. Robert Cavanaugh.

Professor Clarence Kleis, Chairman of the Physics Department
at Hope College for the past 40
years, has requested to be re-

P & M Play

DR. FRISSEL, N E W HEAD O F PHYSICS D E P A R T M E N T

Late Snips and Short Snorts
\ Mr. Andre Michalopoulos will
present an all-campus lecture on
Tuesday, Feb. 5. With wide interest in the humanities, Mr.
Michalopoulos is currently an advisor to the Greek embassy and
a professor at Farleigh-Dickinson college in New Jersey. His
appearance is being sponsored by
the Cultural Affairs Committee.
*
*
*
(ACP) Starting this fall, student cars will be banned f r o m the
campus of the University of
Oklahoma from 7:00 a.m. to 5:00
p.m.
*

•

*

Dr. Bastian Van Elderen, Th.D,
professor of New Testament a t
Calvin Theological Seminary, will
give a special lecture in the Western Seminary Commons on Thursday,. J a n . 24 a t 9.30 a.m. He will
speak on the subject "The Contributions of Archaeology to New
Testament Studies." The public is
invited to attend.
>*

*

«

(ACP) George Woods, member
of the Southern Illinois University track team, was wounded in
the l e f t foot when his shotgun
accidentally
discharged
while
hunting.
*

P a g e 8—Calvin Game

For Festival

*

*

(ACP) The word " I " is losing

both its dignity and meaning. So
says CONTACT, Belmont Abbey
College, Belmont, N.C.
In our modern society, something is done not by an individual
but by a group. No longer does a
person say, "Look what I've
done." Instead, there is heard the
bleating wail of the poor in mind,
the motto of the second-rater:
"Look what WE'VE done."
*
*
*
Dr. Lubbers held his last unquotable student luncheon Tuesday afternoon at Cumerford's. It
is estimated t h a t he has had over
75 of these lunches as a college
president.
SAVE THIS ISSUE OF THE
ANCHOR. YOU WILL WANT
TO REMEMBER THIS.
*
•
*
(ACP) According to L.A. Kirkendall, professor of family life a t
Oregon State University, a movie
with bedroom and bathtub scenes
isn't necessarily a waste of time
f o r serious college students.
«
•
The Chapel Board of Review
reminds all students t h a t they
must submit their chapel attendance cards f o r the fall semester
months immediately. Cards should
be placed in the receptacle in
Chapel 9A.

lieved of his responsibilities as
chairman of the department effective June 3, 1963, according to
an announcement made by Dr.
Irwin J. Lubbers. President.
Lubbers also announced the appointment of Dr. Harry Frissel,
professor of physics at Hope since
1948, as Kleis' successor to the
chairmanship.
At the end of this school year
Mr. Kleis will have completed
fifty years of study and teaching on the Hope campus. He spent
four years in prep school, four in
college, two years as a teacher
in the prep school and f o r t y years
as chairman ;of the physics department.
"In four" decades of f a i t h f u l
service to the college," said Lubbers, "Mr. Kleis has contributed
immeasurably to the growth of
the science program a t Hope. We
are grateful t h a t he will be remaining as a professor of physics and will be on hand to assist
Dr. Frissel in planning the physics program."
Dr. Frissel received his B.A.
degree from Hope and his M.S.
and Ph.D degrees f r o m Iowa State
College. Prior to joining the Hope
staff in 1948 he worked five years
as a research physicist a t Cornell
Aeronautical Laboratory in Buffalo, N.Y.
Both Mr. Kleis and Dr. Frissel
have worked closely with architects in planning the new PhysicsMathematics* building which is
scheduled f o r construction later
this apringi.-.; .

Coming Soon
The Hope College Little Theatre will present its third major
production of the year, "Thieves'
Carnival," by Jean Anouilh, on
Feb. 6, 7, 8 and 9.
Anouilh has often been named
as one of the outstanding E u r o pean playwrights of the twentieth century and this will m a r k
the first opportunity f o r Hope
students and f a c u l t y tb view his
work here.
Theater-goers
may
perhaps
recall Mr. Anouilh in connection
with some of his more recent
Broadway successes which i n clude " H i e Waltz of the Toreadors," "Ring Around t h e Moon"
and "The Lark."
"Thieves' Carnival" is one of
Anouilh's earliest plays, written
in 1932 when t h e author was 21
years old. On the surface t h e
play is a merry, bubbling, nonsensical lark, but the ideas beneath give it a Pirandello-like
aura which should serve to make
it stimulating as well as e n t e r - '
taining.
Director will be Mr. J a m e s De
Young of the speech d e p a r t m e n t ;
technical director will be Mr.
David Karsten, director of t h e
theater.
. ....
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Former Prof
Has Problems
In High Marking

SGA Influences Formation
Of, Study And Prayer Groups
. ;,Th|l .past semester the Hope
College SCA has functioned on
a radically different basis than
in the past years. This new basis functions and centers around
the individual student. As individuals, people all have different needs and with a looser organization the SCA is seeking
to meet these needs.
Ohe innovation is small study
and prayer groups which have
sprung up spontaneously. The
students criticize church, school
and others. In a student workshop platitudes and cliches are
changed into principles of direction.
, In these student groups barriers are broken down among
wing mates, f r a t brothers, sorority sisters and sometimes even
roommates. The groups meet
when they want and discuss what
they wish. Some meet with local
ministers or interested laymen.
In each group honesty is demanded or the whole purpose of the
close Christian- fellowship is lost.
Right now there are approximately 1 4 of these groups on
campus,!'with more starting a f t e r
semester break. Students may

A-Phi-O Increases
Membership
After completing a two-month
period of pledgeship, 21 pledges
were initiated into active membership of the brotherhood of Nu
Beta chapter, Alpha Phi Omega.
President Dave DeVisser presided at the ceremon held Monday evening, assisted by Professor Charles Steketee, Charles
Becher, Dave Dunn, Paul Hesselink, Garth Knutson, Jim Slee
and Pete VanLierop.
Among those initiated was
Professor Werner Heine, who
will take over f o r Mr. Steketee
as chairman of the advisory committee. The third member of the
committee is Mr. Mikle, who has
transferred his membership f r o m
the chapter at Bowling Green
University.

look f o r interested friends who
might participate in this type of
thing, or else leave their names
with members of the SCA central committee.
Paul Ransford, member of the
central committee, stated that
"we a r e enthused about the small
group plan. We all hope f o r more
activity along these lines next
semester, as is now left up to
the individual student to go out
and do something on his own."

NCP Initiates
Seven Members
Seven Hope College students
active in the work of the theatre
were inducted formally into Pi
Epsilon Delta, National Honorary Dramatics Fraternity, Saturday evening, Jan. 12.
The initiation ceremony p r e ceded a dinner which was held
at the Tara Restaurant in Saugatuck. Original plans, which included attending a production of
the Kalamazoo Civic. Players,
were necessarily changed due to
weather conditions. •
New members o f ' National
Collegiate players, as the organization is also known, are: Don
Knrdux of Holland; Jane Woodby, Fenhville; Carol Kuyper t
Chicago; Bob Dunton, Glen Rock,
N.J.; AI Nicolai, Linden, N j . ;
Ruth De Boer, Chicago Heights,
I I I ; Bruce Gillies, Kenmore, N.Y.
The initiation ceremony was
conducted by local chapter p r e s ident Tom Oosting, vice president Nancy Rees, and past presidents B. J . Berghorst, and Virginia Mortensen. Others attending the dinner were Donna Davis, Mary Ten Pas, Mr. and Mrs.
James DeYoung and Mr. and
Mrs. David Karsten.
Membership in NCP is gained
through service to the theatre,
upon recommendation by the local chapter and approval by the
National Council of Pi Epsilon
Delta.
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WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
S1

GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT
Featuring Contemporary and Studio Cardi
Ring Books ^ Papers — Pens
''EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"
Downtown — Next to Penne/s

At our River Avenue Store

"Professors a t Colorado State
University are concerned because
>X
all the students in a special German course are getting A's," the
Bergen, N. J. Record reports
ominously, and reason enough for
this to cause apprehension at
Hope College is the f a c t that
the initiator of this situation
which is likely to shake the
foundations of modem education is a f o r m e r instructor at
Hope.
Dr. E. E. Ellert, professor of
German at Hope from 1947 to '59
has been employing the Encyclopedia Britannica Press "programmed learning approach" in
his German classes at Colorado.
Although German has traditionally been considered one of the
most difficult languages f o r
HONORING MICHIGAN VISITORS TO JAPAN, the State flag
Americans to master, it is feared
is shown being readied by a Japan Air Lines cabin crew for permathat everyone in the programmed
nent display at Tokyo International Airport The goodwill gesture
class
will earn an average of
is in recognition of the increasing number of people from Michigan
95 percent or higher for the year.
visiting Japan each year. Purser Hiroyasu Yoshida is assisted by
"In developing the German
hostesses (left to right) Setsuko Kitazato, Kimiko Okuhara and
program, "Dr. Ellert said, "the
Yoko Endo,
sounds of the German language
had to be organized to their difficulty for an American speaker
of English. Many sounds a r e so
similar in both languages t h a t it
was safe to anticipate no difficulty with them.
"Others exist in German t h a t
have no counterpart in English.
These had to be carefully prestudent
to
gain
employment,
due
University and cultural life in
sented and practiced so the stuto the lack of jobs and the very
Japan were the featured topics
dent
could succeed in reproduclow wage. He therefore finds t u of discussion at the final meeting
ing them with acceptable accurof the IRC, Wednesday afternoon. toring a very advantageous situacy. Then the structure of the
This program is the culmination
ation, usually helping the high
German language had to be orof the series "Focusing on S.E.
schooler in his studies.
Asia." Sakiko Kanamori of Koganized, not along traditional
Peace and war are favorite tolines, but according to the diffichi City, J a p a n and John Hood,
pics of discussion among the
presentll studiyng at the Westculties faced by the American
students, and much of the literern Theological Seminary and restudent."
ature produced by them is concently-returned exchange teacher
Dr.. Ellert continued t h a t a
cerned with these topics. The
balance was being sought bea t Maiji Gakuin. U. in Tokyo, f r e e time that the student might
tween the f o u r skills (hearing,
brought t h e topic to life with
have is spent f o r the most part
speaking, reading and writing)
slides and discussion.
in excursions. I t is not uncommon
and t h a t the guiding principle of
Sakiko t a u g h t the group the
to see the oung people in groups
the pioneer class was " t h a t we
very beautiful "SAKURA" "The
with their Ruksacks on their
would,
as f a r as possible, t r y to
Cherry Trees," f r o m Puccini's
back in the process of climbing
move f r o m what was familiar to
Madame Butterfly. She has been
a mountain or camping, but nevwhat
was unfamiliar."
away from her homeland f o r
er leaving behind their English.
three and one half years, and
plans to r e t u r n this summer f o r
a visit. "Japanese students learn
to think r a t h e r than learning obective facts," she commented. In
The courses included in this
The 1963-64 academic year
preparation f o r this University
program are Scandinavian literwill begin the fiftieth annual
life the high school student is
ature, language, art, history and
Scandinavian a Seminar, giving
put through a rigorous examinasocial studies. At the end of the
graduate a n d
undergraduate
tion process and must study a l - .
year, an evaluation session is
American students opportunity
most constantly, which the s t u hold
at which time the activities
to live and learn in Scandinavian
dents label "the gray life."
of the year are reviewer and
country.
There is a difference in the
evaluated. Many colleges grant
. From August, 1963, to . May,
schedule of the school year and
full academic credit f o r this
1964, students will combine short
it allows f o r testing to take place
seminar.
seminar courses and home stays
a f t e r the summer, in the fall,
with a longer residence in a FolThe cost for this program, inand t h e r e f o r e the student passes
kehjskole
—
i
n
adult
education
cluding tuition, room and board,
the summer in study and prepcenter.
.. r
language materials and t r a n s aration. It is difficult f o r the
portation f r o m New York to Copenhagen, is $1,780. A limited
Hertz rents new Chevrolets and othtr fine
number of scholarships a r e given
can by the hour, day, weekend or week, j HERTZ
to qualified students.

IRC Program Reveals Japanese

Students To Be Sober Scholars

Scandinavian Study Offers Humanities

let

New and Used Typewriters — Rentals
Expert Repair Service
Save 20% On All Portable Typewriters

HERTZ put

von in the driver's Matt

i

Stop In At 234 Central Or Call EX 4-8583
To Reserve A Car For Any Occasion
=

FOR YOUR EVERY DRUG STORE NEED RELY ON

Coral Gables of Saugatuck

HANSEN'S

IL FORNO

DRUG
"The Friendly Store"

• • RESTAURANT • •

Fine Foods

Phone EX 2-3116

Gourmet Table

Open Doily Except Monday — 5:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday — 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

IL FORNO PIZZA
"The name that made PIZZA famous in Lansing*
COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

•

Von Roolte s Restaurant
Zeeland

ih

HOTEL SAUGATUCK

MARGRET'S
Phone 392-3372

s

Complete Dinners

and

Banquets for 20 - 300
t

BRING YOUR DATE, PARENTS, OR FRIENDSI
.

Vij-Or-..: .

•• r--

' ••

(Special Dinners for ^5c)

Saugatuck, Mich.

4

Expert Hair Styling
at

•r.jf

• ''

• Private Parties * Banquets • Receptions

Application blanks ma be r e ceived by writing to the Scandinavian Seminar, 127 E a s t 73rd
Street, New York 21, N.Y.

r y t.

—also specializing in—

•

STORE

Applications may be filed u n til May 15, 1963. Interested students are urged to apply as early as possible in order to allow
time f o r a study of the Scandinavian language before leaving.

ARCADE
BEAUTI LOUNGE
Phone 396-3265
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Puerto Rico
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by Stu Clark
ready to answer questions, p r o The Association of Internavide directions or be of assistional Relations Clubs held its
tance in any way possible. I t is
1962 annual Seminar on Nationthis same attitude which the peoal and World Affairs in one of
ple of Puerto Rico displayed as
the most beautiful of U.S. poswe got to know them.
sessions, Puerto Rico, f r o m Dec.
Puerto Ricans are a very hos19-22.
pitable
and friendly people; a s
The 120 delegates were guests
a p a r t of the Seminar program,
of the gracious Inter-American
many
of the citizens opened their
University IRC in San Germain.
homes in San Germain inviting
Including those delegates from
the delegates for dinner one evethe IRC groups on the island, the
ning. This writer and a Wisconconference totaled more than 150
sin delegate, Linda Guthrie, were
students.
the guests of a dental assistant.
The originally chartered flight
We enjoyed several varieties
from New York to San Juan was
of Puerto Rican food, such a s
unavoidably cancelled, thus makplaintains (a large banana, sliced
ing it necessary for the group to
and deep fried), fried chicken,
arrive in Puerto Rico during the
a
variety of large rice, covered
morning hours of Tuesday, Dec.
with a special bean sauce and
19, instead of the night hours as
dessert made of the leaves of
first planned. As the plane apa local plant. Other delicacies
proached the island we were
treated to a scene of breath- . which were sampled included octopus, turtle steak, "dark m e a t "
taking beauty not easily paral(a sausage of spices and clotted
leled by most of our previous exblood),
and the many other vaperiences, f o r below us lay the
rieties of sea food such as shrimp
sky-blue Caribbean Sea, and
and lobster.
floating lazily in it lay the lushOf more importance than the
green-coated island, Puerto Rico.
physical f a r e offered by the trip,
While the large four-engine
the
Seminar provided a fcill projet swooshed high over San J u a n
gram of addresses by "many caand banked for its routine daily
pable scholars and experts on the
approach to the San Juan InterCaribbean *ind Latin America."
national Airport, its passengers
Orienting their comments around
were preoccupied with the notthe
Seminar theme "Puerto Rico:
so-routine t r o p i c a l scenery
an Example of Social Evolution
spread below: the bleached white
in Emerging Areas," the speaksarid beaches with a gentle surf
ers^ "opened the eyes" of many
pounding on offshore rocks, palm
of us to,,tie .outstamjing'accomptrees laden with coconuts, sugar
lishments made in Puerto Rico.
cane fields not yet ripe for cutAs Dr. Bauer, president of the
ting and, f a r away in the disIAU, commented in his opening
tance^ the abruptly rising mounaddress to the conference, Puertains with their peaks almost
to Rico could be called a "testing
touching the small clouds which
ground" from which other emerwere hanging over the island.
ging areas could learn and faciliOn the ground, the landing
t a t e their own development. The
crews opened the door of the
fnajor considerations of this outh u g e ; plane and the 85 degree
standing development in Puerto
tropical air immediately removed
Rico are its advances in educaall remembrance of the brutal
tion, industrialization, and its sowinter weather in New York
cial atmosphere.
f r o m the minds of all present.
For many, the hopes and expecSpeaking about education. Dr.
tations of months of planning
Bauer stated t h a t colleges and
were now being realized.. Before
universities are becoming "vestthe Seminar was concluded, it
ed interests of society" (conserbecame evident t h a t nearly every
vative) whereas they should be
expectation would be surpassed.
springboards of ideals and m i r Once the initial excitement of
rors of reality. He also advocatbeing in a new environment was
ed education on a widespread
over, the delegates settled down
scale when he stated t h a t " t h e
to admiring the scenery and raiseconomy should be geared to eding questions, for the crossucate as many as possible at
island trip from San Juan to San
every level."-Using the example
Germain took four full hours.
of Churchill is flunking his secImmediately upon arrival at
ondary school tests in England,
the IAU campus, the innate hosDr. Bauer said that schools must
pitality of the islanders and our
search to a greater extent f o r
hosts made itself felt. The memtalent. "We are placing criteria
bers of the IAU club and the
on situations whereby we will
university staff were always
lose good people."

K

PLANTATION—Some of the seminar delegates tour the South Puerto Rico Sugar Corporation
Ensenada. Jim Thomas, a Hope delegate^ is wearing one of the straw hats presented to each participant on the trip. He is located in the center foreground on the left.
J,
Dr. Angel G. Quintero Alfaro,
under-secretary of education f o r
the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, sketched the development of
education in Puerto Rico in his
address, "Education and Social
Development in Puerto Rico." He
brought out several interesting
statistics about this development,
among them the f a c t that illiteracy has been reduced to the
16 p e r c e n t level and t h a t
from 1945 to 1960, attendance in
Puerto Rican schools had nearly
doubled from 286,000 to 573,000
students. He also lamented (as
Dr. Bauer did) t h a t standardized
tests in edufcaticfn sometimes
eliminated much valuable l a t e n t .
Mr. Luis f e r r e , a former gubernatorial candidate and industrial leader on the island, outlined the idea when he spoke on
"Industrialization in Puerto Ri>»
CO.
Beginning with the period
when the government controlled
industry, Mr. F e r r e stated t h a t
the workers suffered low wages
and the government was plagued
by strikes. When private industry was allowed in the decade
from 1950 to 1960, wages rose
from 90c t o $2.00 per hour and
500 new industries sprang Up.
(The previous ten year period
under government control evidenced the development of only
83 industries).
A graphic demonstration of
the industrial profits in Puerto
Rico as opposed to those in the
United States:
U.S.—On Investment
20%
On Retail
r 8%
Puerto Rico-r
-On Investment
33%

FRENCH CLOAK
Exclusively Ours
Petti & College Town
Sportswear
30 East 8th Street
EX 2-9006
Use Our Convenient
Lay-Away Plan

On Retail . . . . . . . . . . 1 6 %
This return on investments is
supplemented by the teji year
t a x - f r e e period in Puerto Rico
which is allowed. all new ipdasI r j e s . ^ ' iV;'V'
Dr. Carlos Lastra, (he secret a r y of commerce of Puerto Rico, summarized the development
of t h e economy jn his address,
"Role of Distribution System in
the Socio-Economic Development
of Puerto Rico." The two most
crucial periods of development he
mentioned were the years of government control of business and
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BEAUTY SALON

PHOTO FINISHING

44 W . 10th Street
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The Lubbers Era: 1945 to 1962
by Linda Walvoord

bach, "he was also the first to
point out the implications." When
in 1956 the Chicago Tribune r a t er1 Hope one of ten outstanding
coeducational liberal a r t s colleges, Dr. Lubbers coined the
phrase, "On the pedestal or on
the s p o t ? "

From a small, comparatively
unknown liberal a r t s college of
401 students in 1945, to a campus
of 1500 students, seven additional buildings completed or in process, and a president of broad
reputation as leader and educator — this has been the course
of Hope College during the seventeen-year presidency of Dr.
Irwin Lubbers.

The "years of fruition" have
seen numerous
examples of
effective self-improvement and
e x p a n s i o n. Various honors
courses in English, history, psychology sections and others,
along with the Summer Trial
Program, begun in 195S for prefreshmen, challenge special students.

1945-49: The G.I. Bulge

The postwar flood of students
brought to Hope College, like
most small American colleges, an
urgent need for physical expansion despite stringent budget, of
fewer faculty than 30 and curriculum geared to about GOO. The
G.I. wave called for improvisation. Alumni of the MO's well r e member flimsy T-Dorms, an ancient converted junior h i g h
school, and eight o'clock S a t u r day morning classes.
But "the times of crises," Dr.
Lubbers says, "are the times of
opportunity." Renovating Van
Kaalte Hall, adding to the faculty between 1945 and 1947 twenty-five full-time teachers, and
rallying Hope alumni in 1947 for
the organization of a "Centenniel Fund" advanced under Dr.
Lubbers' leadership.

Introduction of the Vienna
Summer School program in 1956,
and of the Semester program in
1961 for German and history majors, brought recent recognition
in Time magazine. New emphasis on world visitors to the campus has begun through the Lyceum Program, while establishment of a Faculty Summer Grant
Program in 1958, inauguration of
an "Academic Homecoming" in
1958, and in 1961, a "Pastors' Institute," offer f u r t h e r opportunity to faculty and graduates.
Reminders like this are not
uncommon to students of 1963
from the President they often
pass. From a gingerly parade
through the President's home
during the freshman's first week
at school, a t the President's r e ception, to a senior b r e a k f a s t on
trie Lubbers' lawn sometime e a r ly in June, Dr. and Mrs. Lubbers
become familiar hosts.

1950-1955: Years of Appraisal

In 1950, with construction of
a central heating plant and Durfee Hall, began a program of
plant development
t h a t has
transformed the campus in the
past twelve years. From t h e
temporary
facilities mustered
during the post-war rush, the
early '50's found the Hope staff
in careful analysis and longer
range planning.
P a r t of this planning was the
task of building a reputation on
Hope's aims and achievements.
As spokesman and organizer,
Dr. Hollenbach recalls. Dr. Lubbers sought to educate his "five
publics:" the larger academic
world, the church constituency,
alumni, Holland citizens, and the
immediate body of faculty and
students. In 1949, Dr. Lubbers
was among two organizers of the
Michigan Colleges Foundation,
an agency for securing the cooperation of private industry t o ward private higher education.
It was in this period t h a t the
Alumni Magazine was started;
an alumni secretary and director
were added to the staff, and t h a t
the Women's League for Hope
College emerged. The "Century
ot Service" program, and in r e cent years, the "Looking Ahead
With Hope" campaign continued,
providing considerable additional
financial resources.
"There were many factors that

Perhaps when Hope enrolled
401 students, as Mrs. Lubbers
verifies, "keeping in touch" was
no art. Yet despite quadrupled
size, hundreds of names and faces
meet the recognition of the President.

mm

brought Hope College tlie high
national ratings it has received
in the last seven years," states
Dr. Hollenbach, "but one of the
very foremost was the impression of the college left by the
president as he reached the oar
of the educational world."
Among the faculty, the early
'50's saw increased opportunity

and achievement for academic
study and research programs.
Convinced of the value of such
creative programs. Dr. Lubbers
offered strong encouragement for
i-csearch. Projects in chemistry
and economics by Dr. Van Zyl
and Dr. Yntema, Dr. EHert's
language program in Holland
elementary schools, the opening

of "Prestatie Huis" school for
retarded children, later a study
by Dr. De Haan of leadership in
school age children,' expanded
faculty activity, often under generous outside grants.
1965-63: Years of Fruition
"If the president was the leade'* in promoting this pride in
achievement," states Dr. Hollen-

Not unfamilar to chapel-goers
is a presidential seat mate, nor
is a blue cadillac pulling from
the driveway promptly at 8:30.
Enjoyed for more than class excuses arc the frequent informal
luncheons given by the president
for groups of random students.
"No one quotes anyone," begins
the free discussion, and thirty
Miulents and a man leave both
having had their pulses taken.
Over abundant chicken and anecdotes, each has dickered the ideas
which make him say, "our col. lege.".
Leadership, community, academic excellence; if these are traits
of a dynamic Christian college,
students conclude with Dr. Hollenbach, "This is a goodly heritage for the new leadership to
receive from the Lubbers Era."

IRC Convention In Puerto Rico...
(Continued f r o m page 3)
industry from 1940 to 1950 and
the four years from 1950 to 1954
when private enterprise was
apain encouraged by the government. The take-over of industry
was part of a g r e a t socialistic
movement which was fostered by
the depression from 1928 to 1937.
This economic low saw unemployment above the 40 percent
level and a per capita income of
approximately $150.00. During
the consequential period of socialism, the government found i t self unable to maintain the economic balance and harmony necessary to be considered successful. Therefore, f r o m 1950-54,
private enterprise was again encouraged; the 1960 per capita income rose to an unprecedented
^759.00 per capita.
The year 1960 also saw a gross
national product of $1,759,000,000.

Recently, a great controversy
has arisen in Puerto Rico concerning whether or not the people of Puerto Rico would p r e f e r
t^ join the Union as Alaska and
Hawaii have done, to remain a
Commonwealth or to have independence. There will soon be a
plebiscite to determine the position of the people on the issue.
On the issue of statehood. Dr.
Lastra stated that the immediate
consequence would be an annual
collection of 300 million dollars
in income taxes and Dr. Lastra
emphatically stated that "income
tax would destroy the Puerto Rican economy." He also mentioned that the new industries would
no longer receive the ten year
t a x - f r e e period which they now
enjoy.
One of the most interesting
and dynamic speakers of the Seminar, Dr. Irving Pflaum, delivered the final address on the

"Caribbean
Yesterday, Today
and Tomorrow." Dr. Pflaum, on
leave as the Foreign Editor of
the Chicago Sun-Times, briefly
discussed the fact that the modern world is attempting to
change the Hispanic world which
has no desire to change. Thus
f a r , they (the Hispanies) have
i ejected materialism, machinery
and the "modern way of life."
An attempt being made (and
at present unsuccessful to integ r a t e the Latin Americans into
the modern world is the Alliance
for Progress. According to Dr.
Pflaum, Cuba and Puerto Rico
have been torn a p a r t on social,
moral and religious fronts by the
Alliance. An antithetic movement, Operation Serenidad, is an
attempt on the part of the Latins
to slow down the new f a s t pace,
or, in Dr. Pflaum's words, "My
goodness, let's stop this Americanization!"

Puerto Rico is also an example
of a country literally devoid of
lacial segregation; white, dark,
and black intermingle with no
trace of disdain or prejudice.
"The Caribbean is one of the
greatest racial melting pots of
the world," stated Dr. Pflaum.
*

Beside attending lectures, the
Seminar delegates were provided
with several pleasant diversions
by our hosts. Wednesday evening
we were given an example of the
gracious Caribbean hospitality
when Dr. Bauer held a reception
in his home, Casa Maria. Jim
Thomas, one of the Hope College
delegates, sang "Old Man River"
at t h e . reception. Thursday evening, the IAU .vclub escorted the
entire group to Phosphorescent
Bay. In this bay, certain jellyfish which light up when agitated
congregate. As the boat passed
through the -bay, its entire bot-

tom became illuminated by the
phosphorus.
The feelings of those who attended the conference could not
be summarized in a single story,
but Professor W. Holborn of the
Connecticut College for Women
made a very good summary when
she stated: "I can only say t h a t
I whole-heartedly enjoyed the
Seminar. It gives an excellent
opportunity f o r us Americans to
meet people of other lands, live
with them and exchange our
ideas. Of course, it is also wonderful to be introduced to the
attractions of Puerto Rico. The
students of IAU have made wonderful preparations f o r us."
Three delegates were present
from Hope College: Jim Thomas, Anne Blocksma and myself,
S t u a r t Clark. I'm sure Anne and
Jim join me in the only appropriate comment about the Seminar: Terrific! !
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United States Interdependence
(Fid iter's note: The following
speech was given by Dr. Lubbers
in 1917 when he was a student at
Hope and orator par excellence.
With this speech he won the state
oratory contest and traveled to
Atlantic City to compete in the
national. While the style is exaggerated, the idea is still appropriate today; President Kennedy
gave a speech on "Interdependence" in Philadelphia a year ago.)
In a shattered and forsaken
grove near Varredes, France,
stands w h a t was once a tall and
stately tree. The top of the tree,
cut off by a shell, was caught on
a projecting branch and hangs
balanced in a horizontal position,
forming the transom of a cross.
Nearby a r e the graves of 3C0
soldiers who fell in the beginning
oL the war. There, in this lonely
grove, the symbol of the Saviour's sacrifice is keeping watch
over the pitiful price of man's
madness. There it stands: the
cross of the Christ, and in the
heart of the cross the cruel steel
of the Corsican. There it stands:
The holy emblem of an era which
raises the cry against criminatory infant mortality and, in answer, entrenches a million youths
in the corroding fevers of war;
an era which counts life in monet a r y terms and yet consumes its
wealth in multiplied murder; an
en* in which the nations pray for
universal harmony while they
practice international discord.
Some truculent schools of philosophy and history call such a
practice moral. War, they admit,
k terrible, but justifiable as a
purger of inferiority, whether in
the individual or in the race.
They proclaim it as the panacea
f o r the political and moral ills
of mankind. They urge that
slaughter cultivates courage and
creates the calmness necessary
f o r national, nobility. Such a
teaching repudiates the fidelity
of the mandate, "love thy neighbor as thyself," and promulgates
the age old sophistry of force,
t h a t " w a r and courage have done
more for mankind than love of
the neighbor."
This paradoxical philosophy
would have us vitalize the virtues of the Prince of Peace by
bloody sacrifices at the shrine
of the God of W a r ! When men
maintain such a law of life, is it
any wonder t h a t peace prophets
are derided? Is it any wonder
that the love of peace is crushed
beneath the passion for w a r ?
Because of this philosophy of
impersonal hate, the warring nations of today are plunging into
financial bankruptcy. Every cannon crash belches forth in destruction, the money equivalent
to a suburban home. The submarine, clandestinely torpedoing her
more deliberate foe, plunges into
a watery grave a fortune which
might have built a thousand locomotives f o r the great army of
commerce. When the third year
of this w a r has passed, it will
have recorded on Europe's debit
sheet a sum seven times as large
a? the combined deposits of our
7600 national banks and seven
times the whole world's supply

of minted gold; it will have engulfed a mountain of wealth t h a t
would build five American railway systems, 200 Panama Canals, extend means of commercial transportation into every
corner of the earth, or provide
education for every living child.
Yea, it might have financed the
program for the evangelization
of the world. All this because
men preferred the iron cross to
the Cross of Love; the rule of
gold to the Golden Rule.
But this barbarous dissonance
which for two and one-half years
has harrowed man's nobler sensibilities, is not the ULTIMA
RATIO in international harmony. It is the resolution of the
discordant concerts of the Powers into the symphonic councils
of the peoples.
Europe can live through these
awful hours, we believe, hopeful
that she is now suffering the last
pangs of travail in the birth of
a bigger and better civilization.
There was a time when the whole
civilized world of the West lay
at peace under a single ruler.
And the great achievement of
the Roman Empire left, when it
sank, a sunset glow ver the t u r moil of the middle ages. Adding
to this experiment of the past
the experiences of 14 later centuries, and substituting for competition, cooperation; for dictatorship, justice; for independence,
interdependence — we
claim a world federation to be
the only regimen f o r a dying political world. Theorizing on the
nature of such a government is
unnecessary, for the evolving
process of history has already
determined its form. All governments tending toward the
federal or democratic ideal have
comprised legislative, . judicial
and executive branches. Thus in
our world government, beginning
with the inspired imagination of
Grotius, we must codify our rules
oi international law so t h a t the
nations may live under a law
known by all. Founding our faith
in the experience of the Hague
Tribunal and using the Supreme
Court of the United States for
an example, we must establish
a court whose decisions will be
trusted by all. By adopting the
coercial weapon of no-intercourse
in the case of recalcitrant nations, we shall secure an efficient
International Executive. For only when nations live under law
a r d recognize a supreme court
of nations, shall we realize a
"federation of the world."
In every nation the advancement of political science has
gained from the encroachment of
liberty and democracy upon privilege and aristocracy, and contributed to the tendency toward
either the federal or democratic
ideal. England and Scotland, f o r
many years laboring under strife
or under a peace that was only
a shadow of old wars and a foreshadowing of new embroilments,
have become the nucleus of t h a t
proud Empire on whose domain
the sun never sets. The German
states, not so long ago the hot-

•p
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Dr. and Mrs. Lubbers relaxing with a game of chess.
c

This picture was taken in
1917, t h e year Dr. Lubbers
gave this speech.
bed of jealousy, hatred and rebellion, have
astounded the
world with a political organization of chiseled efficiency which
bears the stamp of scientific supremacy, "Made in Germany."
The Italian City-states — Florence, Venice, Genoa, Milan —
themselves replete in glory and
culture and wealth, have sacrificed their independence for a
common political entity. JThe 13
colonies of America emerged
from the dark hours of revolution and experimental federation,
led by the fiery pillar of Democracy, America's Declaration of
Independence. And today, excluding sluggish China, nine-tenths
.of. the ..world's territory, wealth
and population are grouped into
three great units — the Entente,
the Central Powers, and the P a n American Union. This evidence
indicts as shallow that judgment
which spurns the feasibility of
•x World Federation as the next
and final step. This testimony invalidates t h a t vision which fails

to see the coming of the day
when justice shall sway its sceptre over all the earth, "And Universal Peace lie like a s h a f t of
light across the land. And like
a lane of beams athwart the sea."
And this peace thru federation
will help to consummate t h a t inner peace which alone can endure. Deep down within the
moulded form of militarism is
the materialism which gives it
life. Ideals, whether t r u e or
false, are intangible and thrive
unscathed by that which man call
force. Only an inadequate conception of God and ignorance of
the power of love will stop with
materialistic organization and
think the victory won. Almost
20 centuries have passed since
Christ and Pilate stood face to
face in the court of the Caesars
— Pilate, the agent of force;
Christ the embodiment of love.
Force triumphed; Love's portion
— a crown of thorns. They nailed
Him to the tree amid the jeering,
mocking crowd whose blasphemous raillery ceased only with
the verdict, "He is dead." The
story which they thought had
ended on that day was just begun.
Through the ages the waning
power of the Caesars has just r e treated before the increasing
majesty of the Christ, until He
stands today the Commanding
Figure of the world, increasing
"in wisdom and stature, and in
favor with God and men." In
Him we find the ultimate equivalent of war. More effective in
steeling the will, more stringent
in cultivating courage, more urgent in fostering sacrifice than
even the rugged discipline of
<war, is this strong and everpresent pull of divine loyalty
which draws men with an i r r e sistable. and indefinable power.
All men, the world over, must
come within the brotherhood of
man through the unit of the f a m ily of God. Then will He be r e vealed more completely, when
men of every race and nation
seek to know and serve Him better. Then shall we come, in the
only way possible f o r us, " U n to a full grown man unto the

measure of the fullness of
Christ." Then shall we approach
the day of righteousness, "and
the work of righteousness shall
be peace."
But in these days, when the
''red edge of w a r " has blinded
man's vision, some nation must
guide us through this night of
war into the day of peace. Grasping and greedy, coldly materialistic at times, yet singularly fitted to fill the mission of mediator, America stands alone as the
great champion of this cause.
We are compounded of the nations of the world. In our life
has fused their blood, their
tastes, their sentiments, their
passions. The home of almost every soldier boy who falls on Europe's battlefield finds its echo at
some American
fireside.
Oh
America! can we not turn for one
brief moment from our bursting
granaries, our munition made millions, our banks stocked with
bonds and gold, to the truth that
life alone is wealth, and righteousness spells prosperity? My
Countrymen- Is this the best of
your soul, t h a t what you dare to
dream of, you dare to do? In
the name of those brothers who
lie buried in shallow graves or
in the depths of the moaningsea; in the name of t h a t humanity which we all hold dear;
in the name of t h a t universal
love which we all cherish; in
the name of the Saviour whose
eyes are saddened by beholding
"Man's inhumanity to man," I
ask your enlistment tonight in
the great council of peace I
ask of nothing more than
a concentrated and consecrated
American people to give to the
world respite from war, not to
reaffirm our Declaration of Independence, but to issue to the
whole world our Declaration of
Interdependence and thus establish the reign of universal and
perpetual peace. Will you join the
throng who are striving a f t e r a
world empire of love,
"That so, perchance, the vision may be seen
By thee and those, and all
the World be heal'd?"

Seven Steps to Self-realization Include
Lubbers' Ideals of Unassuming, Ethical Campus
by David Kleis
(This is an edition of an article
which appears in this week's
Saturday Review entitled "What
Makes a College Distinctive?"
by Edward D. Eddy Jr., President of Chatham College, P i t t s burgh.)
Self-realization is a pleasantly vague term usually included
among the goals set down by
colleges f o r their slowly m a t u r ing students. Not much attention, however, has been paid to
whether the colleges prescribing
these goals are themselves "selflealized." The college t h a t truly
wants to be itself will find it imperative, of course, to do more
than merely choose what type of
student it prefers to enroll.
Among the many necessary steps
towards distinction which a college must take, these seven appear to be of special significance.
The first step is to stop worrying about the "projected image" of the institution. This step
implies forfeiting one's place in
the current mad scramble f o r
status among American colleges,
a scramble not a t all unlike
Vance Packard's "status seekers"
in degree, if not in kind. The
collegiate status seekers are
climbing the erudition ladder
with a frenzy never before observed.
The second step is to take the
claims of the college realistic.
Half of the current public criticism of higher education is the
result of the extravagance of
stated objectives. The college is
a place which purports to enroll

students who will behave as adults, f o r with the privileges of
education goes this obligation.
The third step is to use to advantage the increasing student
interest in genuine learning. The
college has an obligation not to
dampen but to stimulate the consuming eagerness of the m a t u r ing senior and the naive f r e s h man. The college must also see
t h a t it never suffocates the creativity of students who have a
genuine interest in learning.
The fourth step is to capitalize on the increasing student interest in meaning. Today's college students don't readily accept the easy answer, nor a r e
they willing to accept answers
without an earnest personal inquiry. The college must give a
student manifold opportunities
f o r delving, deliberating, and f i nally determining.
The fifth step is to recognize
the value of the education of
students by the students. The
prevailing campus culture is
both an effect and a cause r e l a t ing to both the lower and higher
limits of what one student r e ceives from another.
The sixth step is to achieve
a genuine spirit of community by
the establishment of expectations
thoroughly in keeping with an
institution devoted to higher
learning. T h e s e expectations
might include a self-conscious
emphasis on integrity, objectivit y and morality, with activity
as the culmination. The college
might hope for a quiet determination to use education f o r more

than polite self-enrichment. Integrity in higher learning implies
more than the accustomed but
oft-neglected emphasis on the
use of logic in life as well as
thought.
The seventh step is to engage
in intelligent experimentation.
Creativity in higher education is
desperately needed in order t h a t
we not fail the new student who
comes to our campuses with a
different set of hopes and anxieties. Each decade may bring another set of students and a newer challenge.
Self-realization, then will not
come automatically f o r the college any more than it does f o r
the student. Mere enrollment of
quality does not guarantee distinction. Internal changes in a t titudes and emphases must accompany the realization of the
college's dream. Without these
changes, nothing of importance
will have been achieved during
this unique decade ahead. Without taking these seven steps, a
college may not reach t h a t level
of distinction it might.

Hope College has had as its
president f o r the past eighteen
years a man who has had the
courage of his convictions . to
take most, or all of these steps.
Since our president, Dr. Lubbers,
has taken these steps, Hope College is now moving towards t h a t
place of distinction it has earned,
and will continue to earn under
its new president.
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Town For Exchange Progam
by Guillermo Velasco Arzac
Senor Guillermo Velaeco Arzac visited Holland from Dec. 1,
1962 to Jan. 12, 1963. His visit
was sponsored by the "Youth for
Understanding P r o g r a m " the
second largest exchange program
in the United States, although it
is confined to Michigan. Senor
Velasco resides in Mexico ..City,
Mexico.
Suddenly I found myself in a
foreign land, experiencing that
special sensation of scarcely being able to express myself and
understanding very little. A new
environment, a different landscape and a spirit restless with
the expectancy of each new experience.
That's how I felt upon my a r rival in the beautiful city of Holland. A native of Mexico, I am
visiting here under a program
of student exchange between
Mexico and the United States,
the purpose of which is to increase understanding between
our countries. At home I am
studying Communication Arts at
the Ibero-American University
and Political Science at the N a tional University in Mexico City.
Since my arrival in the United
States thirty-six days ago, I
have been constantly overwhelm-

ed by the newness of everything
around me. Friendly people everywhere. Beautiful landscapes
. . . Lake Michigan with its
enormous beaches. Tremendous
highways flooded with automobiles. Progress and tranquility.
The city, white with snow, and
filled with the Christmas spirit.
This scene delighted me because
of its newness. Christmas trees
. . . colored lights. Everything
seemed to remind one of the joy
which the shepherds of Bethlehem
felt 1,963 years ago.
I also visited Hope College. It
is one of the most pleasant memories I'll take with me when I
leave, f o r there I found a warm
reception, and everyone — especially the students of Spanish
— showed a genuine and spontaneous interest in my native land.
I'll remember the professors as
friends of the students, with a
real interest in them. I'll remember Hope, too, as an architecturally beautiful and functionally
modern institution; with r e f e r ence to this last point, I was especially impressed with the language laboratory. I'll remember
the idea of founding a "People
to People Club." This periodical,
the anchor, for which I am writing, and also for the Internation-

al Relations Club, whose President, Jim McDowall, was most
instrumental in helping me become acquainted with many facts
of Hope College life. I lived with
J i m in the home of Mrs. Hermann, who was like a mother to

Little by little I have come to
see t h a t although there are differences between us, these differences are not great. For example, because of climate and
natural resources, our homes and
food are slightly different. And
because of the disparate historical formation of our two nations,
our customs are different. While
the United States was the scene
of colonization and foreign immigration, in Mexico there was
— and we are proud of it — a
fusion of two cultures and races,
for Mexico is neither indigenous
nor Spanish, but r a t h e r "mestizo" or a mixture.

Guillermo Velasco Arzac
me and who did so much to make
me feel at home. And finally,
I'll take with me the memory of

Steinbeck: Hope, Light mid Love
THE WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT, by John Steinbeck (Viking.
311 pp. $4.95), is the most recent novel of the most recent Nobel Prize
Winner of literature, and in true form depicts the theme of man's potentially good nature.
by Mr. Dennis Camp
THIS DAUGHTER O F YORK
Now is the winter of our
discontent
Made glorious summer by this
'
iU jjun of York;
Arid all the clouds t h a t lour'd
upon our house
In the deep bosom of the ocean
buried.
—Shakespeare, King Richard III
The Winter of our Discontent
(John Steinbeck, Viking Press,
1961) ought to be a meaningful
experience f o r most Hope College students, especially the sophomores. The setting is New Baytown, a small New England town
on the coast; the time at the beginning of the novel is Good Friday morning (remember your
Dante?). And much of the subject matter deals with the various circles of the New Baytown
Inferno.
But sin and winter are not the
central themes of this novel;
Dante's rebirth and Shakespeare's "glorious summer" are
more important. There is hope
and love and light in John Steinbeck, and this sense of hope must
be the reader's central concern
in his reading of the novel. A f ter the Inferno come the Purgatorio and t h e Paradiso.
Ethan Allen Hawley is a gro-

eery clerk; he, his wife Mary,
and his two children, Allen and
Mary Ellen, are descendants of
an old and venerable New England family. But they have lost
mo^t of the money-and respectability we usually associate with
venerable New England families.
The attempt to recover these
qualities becomes Ethan's main
concern, or, as he states it:
"Would my great ancestors be
proud to know they produced a
goddam grocery clerk in a goddam wop in a town they used
to o w n ? "
The means that Ethan uses to
achieve respectability, as so o f ten happens, are not very respectable. One attempt involves itself with the death of an old
friend; the other attempt is a
carefully planned bank robbery.
The second never gets off the
ground, and just as the first is
about to succeed, young Allen is
caught winning an essay contest using .the words of Henry
Clay.
This
exposure
ruins
Ethan's mercenary interests and
forces him to view his life in a
new light. But it is this distasteful experience that provides a
setting in which Ethan finds
some hope for twentieth-century
man.
The hope lies in the f a c t t h a t
Mary Ellen is the person who

EXHIBITION—A collection of art done by faculty members of
Michigan small colleges is now on display on the second floor of
Van Zoeren Library.
'
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the students, for I believe t h a t
they are enthusiastic young people who I hope, will struggle,,
not only towards economic progress, but also towards worthy
cultural and scientific attainment.

discovers and exposes her brother's plagiarism. She relishes
his success; throughout the novel she expresses her displeasure
in the mediocrity of her family.
But when she learns t h a t the
success comes f r o m cheating, her
sense of justice overrules her
selfish interests. And witnessing
this honesty an honest Mary E l - _
len pays f o r with a bloody nose
at the hand of her brother,
Ethan determines to preserve his
life in order to preserve his
daughter's; f o r she is the "light
|which| might go out" at the
very end of the novel. '
The Winter of Our Discontent,
therefore, ends in summer, although it does not seem to be
an exceedingly "glorious summer." The novel is a cautious r e affirmation of the potential goodness of human nature,- a goodness that Steinbeck develops in
nearly all of his writings. Mary
Ellen is a new light in a new generation; are there many more?

In short, what I have experienced here has instilled in me
an understanding, admiration,
gratitude and affection f o r you
North Americans, and this is the
message which I take to my
classmates and friends in Mexico; and what's more, you can be
sure t h a t Mexico holds you in
high regard and will receive you
with open arms in order to show
ou the beauty of her landscape,
her architecture, her music, and,
too, the secrets of her traditions,
her culture and her history.
I don't want to close without
leaving you with a Mexican
"message." Every land has its
contrasts. For example, the people of Holland, whose lives are
centered very much around the
church, compared with t h a t other
group, Americans as well, whose
empty and meaningless lives r e vofve. around pleasuf6, money,
comfort and appearances. Can ft
be that the United States has
attained such a degree of liberalism—live and let live—that socalled Christians no longer have
the energy to fight to maintain
some spark of sincerity and
transcendental meaning . in the
lives of their fellow men?.
There are also contrasts in the
city of Chicago, showcase of progress, important economic center, where side by side one finds
cathedrals and places of prostitution; where there are soaring
sky-scrapers and poverty-stricken tenements.
My country has its contrasts.

The often selfish rich . . . t h e
poor, sometimes bitter and otherwise simply resigned. The f a r m er, almost always ignorant, with
a monotonous life, waiting f o r
the sun to set, only to go home
where he will sing a few sad
songs and drink "pulque." Everything about him, his friends,
his house, his face, is filled with
melancholy and yet at the same
time a greatness, for he is g e n erous. The inhabitant of the city
learns to live in civilization; he
works enthusiastically towards
economic development and progress which increases day to
day; and he is also interested in
art and culture. His life is busy
and every day he has new problems to surmount.
In Mexico, there are also the
contrasts of her old cathedrals
nestled in between the most modern buildings. The flavor of t r a dition is fused with that of revolution. That which is authentically Mexican unites with what
is foreign, and rhetoric with romanticism.
But these contrasts are no
longer so much the center of a t tention in Mexico..-Now there is
much talk of social justice, communism, totalitarianism, revolution. We are a people t h a t suffers deeply f r o m the problems
of injustice and political deception, and also the terrible t h r e a t
of communism, f o r Russia wants
to destroy and enslave them, and
when a country is suffering hardship, Russia's ..task becomes so
much easier. ., .
.. ..
•
Nevertheless, in the midst of
this t h r e a t and this fight," the
Mexican perseveres in his s t r u g gle f o r life. We seek progress
as a means of'.saving man, not
b f ' eh'sldving hirti' in^ a technical
societ of automatons, j y e %attt
freedom to pursue t h e ; double
mission of man, which is like a
cross: the vertical post is a symbol of what man can be when he
realizes his immortality and becomes aware of the wonder of
improving daily in the greatness
of his spirit. The horizontal
cross-piece is symbolic of man's
need to g e t " along with ' other
men, "not by mere formulas of
politeness, but by giving due
worth to human dignity; and in
this way We hope to come nearer
every day to the solution of t h a t
terrible enigma: "What a r e we
living f o r ? "

Weekend Social Chatter
by Carole Timkovich
ALPHA PHI Friday's meeting opened with a serious paper by Diane Hellenga. A f t e r a humor paper
by Kathy Paine, a business meeting was held.
SIGMA SIGMA "Meet Me in Vienna" was a sparkling and different Friday night literary meeting.
Carol Fuge and Joan Ten Cate were the hostesses
who showed the group a pleasant evening of Southe m European hospitality.
Arlene Arends, who was recently selected as
Sigma Sigma all-college sing director, with the
help of accompanist Carol Diephouse, is planning
a big picnic for her vocal artists.
Sorosis extends best wishes and congratulations to the following: Mr. and Mrs. William Ver
Hulst on their marriage, Dec. 21, 1962. Mrs. Ver
Hulst was formerly Sorosite Karen Van Der Werf.
Best wishes also to Helen Hoffmyer and Robert
Fonger (Michigan State, '62) on their recent engagement.
KAPPA CHI A Christmas project, traveling to an
old people's home to spread Yuletide cheer, has become a year-long project for the Kappa Chi's. They
have decided to pay regular visits to three old
people's homes in the Holland-Zeeland area during
the remainder of the year.
,Last Friday, the first of two work meetings to
redecorate the sorority room was held.
Formal and sing plans are now under way.
Barb Yager has been named chairman f o r the
formal.
Congratulations are in order f o r the following
pinnings: Lee Remtema to Al Elders (University
of Michigan); Janie Woodby to H a r r y Olsen (OTN
'62); and Ann Schoonmaker to Pat Macmillan
(Navy).
SIGMA IOTA BETA Plans are under way for t h e

formal, under the chairmanship of Sharon Dykema.
Looking to March and the All-College Sing y the
Sibs have appointed Karen Blum chairman of t h a t
sorority event.
.. . k
v
Best wishes are extended to Kris Blank on her
engagement to Paul Lucas; to Judy De Ryke on her
engagement to John Dunn (OKA); to Karen Blum
on her pinning to Cliff Crocoll (KHN).
OMICRON KAPPA EPSILON The men of F r a t ernal Wednesday evening formally initiated this
fall's pledgp class into their ranks with a special
dinner and ceremony held at Van Raalte's in Zeeland.
The F r a t e r s are in the midst of planning their
winter formal. The dance, arranged around an Oriental theme, will be held at the Pantlind Hotel in
Grand Rapids. Jim Jurries is chairman.
PHI TAU NU The Emmies held their formal initiation Jan. 11, welcoming the new pledges into
brotherhood. They are: Henry Brown, Jim Carter.
Dave Dalman, Steve De Pree, Bob Edwards, Carl
Fiala, Bob Folkerts, Dave Grissen, Glen Gutaknecht, Mark Lemmenes, Walt Magans, Mike P a r r ,
Jim Ruffner and Carl Weiss.
At a recent business meeting the following officers were elected for t h e winter term:. Jeff Christensen, president; Barry Werkman, vice-president;
John Klein^ secretary; Denny Vogel and Larry
Teitsma, sergeants-at-anns; J i m Reid, chaplain.
Emmy congratulations are in order to E d Van
Dunger and Sue Marosy, and to Walt Magans and
Marge Keppel on their engagements; to Dick Newhouse and Tracy Fisher, to John Croziej and Jeanne Ferb, and to Penny Greiffendorf aj}d G r e y h e n
Vander Linde on their pinnings.
•j .
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Newspapers
Publication
Renewed
The College Clamor, student
newspaper a t Flint Junior College, resumed publication with
the issue of December 14, 1962.
The paper was suspended on Oct.
2 by the Dean of the college
because, in the words of college
administrators, the paper had
become "an organ f o r expression
of student opinion on various topics — some not related to the
college." The administration felt
t h a t the paper was not fulfilling
its primary , role of reporting
news. 7
The following notice appeared
at the top of the editorial page:
"The Publications Board of Flint
Junior College reaffirms its stand
t h a t the policy issued by the
Dean, October 2, 1962, is unsat
isfactory, but has agreed to r e
sume publication temporarily. tt
College officials have not yet
clarified what, if any, policy violations were involved in the suspension.
The Complaint for Injunction
filed. by six students with the
U. S. District Court in Flint has
not yet been decided. By t h e injunction, they hope to clarify the
status and function of a college
newspaper.

Function Of
College Paper
In a recent issue of the Cabinet, school paper a t Geneva College, Dr. Norman Carson, chairman of the Student Publications
Committee, outlined his views of
t h e function of the college paper.
In his opinion, the paper
should offer a channel of communication which is . . . incisive
. , . and immediate." There are
three functions which will enable
it to perform its role well.
First, the newspaper must inf o r m , even though i t is not a
daily. Dr. Carson sees the Cabinet as "the sole medium through
which the student body can become b e t t e r ' acquainted with
campus leaders, faculty personnel, administration policies, and
college goals and purposes."
Secondly, he said, the paper
m u s t serve the college as a "foru m of student opinion." I t can
serve both as a source of constructive criticism and as a s a f e t y valve f o r students. He pointed out t h a t the communications
channel is two-way, and t h a t the
administration can use t h e p a per to explain their policies.
The third need is t h a t while
the paper must adhere t o high
academic and journalistic standards, it must also, in Carson's
view, reflect the Christian a t mosphere pervading his campus.

Farewell To Hope's Captain
The captain of our ship Hope is leaving.
President Lubbers, who has steered Hope
through many severe storms, is leaving, and
with him goes our love and admiration. The
18 years in which Dr. Lubbers was at the helm
of the ship revealed many new horizons. Our
captain, under whom we have willingly served,
has brought the ship, Hope College, out of the
seas of strife and struggle of the w a r years
into a harbor of hope, bright with promise of
more f r u i t f u l years. The anchor of our ship
is more solidly grounded than ever before in
the principles of spiritual devotion and intellectual aspiration.
Dr. Lubbers took over the helm of Hope in
1945 when the college was just another of the
small and struggling church-related liberal
a r t s colleges. The first four years were stormy
years, in which the college had to quickly adapt its course to accommodate a flood of GIs.
Our captain met each storm with a resoluteness of spirit, seeming to enjoy the challenge,
and unswervingly again and again steered us
through surging seas. His own words, "the
time of crisis are the times of opportunity,"
are characteristic of a man with a knack of
converting the former into the latter in order
t h a t our ship may push forward under the
guiding compass of God.
Dr. Lubbers next steered us through the
"years of appraisal and planning, 1950-55."
These were years in which the college went
through self-examination to determine in
which direction it was heading. Its growth
posed the question of the adequacy of the
present campus site, which a f t e r analysis was
found to be adequate and new buildings were
erected, and the needs of the college were more
clearly perceived.
Dr. Lubbers finally steered our ship
through the "years of fruition" 1956-63, so
t h a t by 1962 the ship Hope was completely
overhauled, attractive and efficient. Our captain has pointed out the challenge t h a t we face
as "one of the ten outstanding, coeducational,
liberal a r t s colleges," when he said t h a t we
are "either on the pedestal or on the spot." In
the last days and nights before he departs
f r o m us his mind is still plotting and planning
new courses f o r our ship to take which will
broaden out into still brighter and broader
horizons of learning and devotion.
The captain of Hope is more t h a n the
writer of markings in the logbook of its ship.
Our captain is a man with profound insight

into the problems of man, and is a man with a
penetrating prognosis of these problems. Dr.
Lubbers in the one score minus two years at
the helm of our college has served in the roles
of speaker, organizer, and encourager. Serving in these three roles he addressed himself
to five publics: the larger academic world, the
church, the alumni, the community of Holland,
and the college community of both faculty and
students.
As a speaker Dr. Lubbers is eloquent and
effective. He is able to analyze his audience
and adapt to it easily and adroitly. The sound
of our captain's voice will be missed, not only
by the Board of Trustees, but also by his students who listen to him say hello as well as
listen to him introduce a prominent speaker
or give a provocative chapel meditation.
As an organizer Dr. Lubbers has had no'
peer. He is able to go anywhere in our country and with the forces of his personality project the power and purpose of our college to
the popularity. The students will miss his organizing ability, or lack of it, just prior to
the Christmas recess as we receive from our
captain the sincere and personal Christmas
and New Year greetings to carry with us to
our individual homes.
As an encourager. Dr. Lubbers has done
all he could to stimulate creativity and scholarly activity on the faculty. Our captain has
not only been of encouragement to the faculty
but also to us, his students, by the very way
in which he does and says things. Our captain
has steered our ship into a harbor of hope
held secure by its anchor. Hope is anchored on
the Christian faith, on a growing awareness of
man in the world and on a growing knowledge
of the world in which man lives. In the words
of our captain, "the decision is not yet in as to
who moves the world forward. The thinkers
like the students of the liberal arts, or the
doers, those who specialize in the professions.
The answer is t h a t we need both."
As Dr. Lubbers leaves this ship anchored
not merely on the hope in the forward movement of the world, but more significantly on
the hope in an eternal and loving God whose
compass he has so unswervingly held to. As
our captain leaves may he c a r r y with him the
love of Hope's students in a secret cranny of
his big heart, as we shall always hold f o r
him t h a t place of highest and greatest dignity
and respect.

Coming
Events
Friday, J a n u a r y 18
Cosmopolitan Formal.

Saturday, January 19
Basketball with Adrian, Civic
Center, 8:00 p.m.

Monday, Jan. 21 - Friday, Jan. 25
Semester Examinations

Saturday, J a n u a r y 26
Basketball w i t h Concordia,
Civic Center, 8:00 p.m.

Tuesday, J a n u a r y 29
Second Semester Begins,
Basketball Game at Taylor.

Friday, February 1
Sibylline Formal.
Sorosis Formal

Saturday, February 2
Basketball with Albion, Civic
Center, 8:00 p.m.

Weekend
Weather
U. S. Weather Bureau, Grand
Rapids — Temperatures will average 13-15 degrees below normal over most of the week end.
Normal high is 30-34; normal
low is 13-21. Precipitation will
total one-fourth inch or less in
snow and snow flurries.
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Dutchmen Overcome Press, Crush Calvin

League-leading Hope College
will play title-contending Adrian
College tomorrow night at the
Holland Civic Center at 8:00. If
Hope can win this basketball
tilt, it will have an ostentatious
lead in the MIAA standings.
*

*

*

College. Plans call for the Board
of Public Works to install lights
at the new Hope athletic field
so they will be ready for use
next fall. The Holland High varsity football team will play its
home games on the Hope athletic
field.

by Ron Mulder
Hope's Flying D u t c h m e n
ripped their arch-rival Calvin
College 99-89 Tuesday night before a near-capacity crowd at
Holland's Civic Center.
Calvin, gunning for a big upset, gave the Dutch plenty of
trouble with their full-court
press. The Dutch lost the ball
myriads of times, especially during the first half, because of the

Hope College will use its new
athletic field for football next
season. This will be possible
through a cooperative effort between the City of Holland, the
Board of Public Works, the Holland Public Schools and Hope

Junior

Scores 60-57 Win
Against Britons

TRADITIONAL RIVALS—Hope center, Gary Nederveld, 30,
waits for rebound following shot by Calvin player, 55. Hidden
from view is Hope puard Ron Venhuizen. Jim VanderHill, 55,
watches from the back court.

Over Christmas vacation the
Hope Junior Varsity started the
new year with a loss, but came
back with a win in their next
encounter.
On Jan. 2, the J. V.'s lost to
Christ Memorial 63-56. In a losing effort, Hope's Chris Buys
netted 22 points to cop scoring
honors.
On Jan. 8, the Dutchmen defeated Davenport Institute, 7062. The losers took scoring honors, with George Fed tallying
21. For Hope, Chris Buys scored
17, and teammate Norm Madsen
had 15.
On the nite of the 12th, the
Hope J. V.'s went down to defeat to the Albion J. V.'s 92-67.

in the second half hitting on 62
percent of their shots, but the
determined Hope quintet matched them basket for basket to hold
their lead and win by a ten-point
margin.
"As Spider goes, so goes
Hope." This was especially true
Tuesday night. The collorful Spider rebounded superbly, ballhawked deftly, and scored at a
sizzling pace. He scorched the
nets with 23 points in the first
half and finished the game making better than 60 percent of his
floor shots for 39 points.
The Dutch victory was also
truly a team effort as is indicated
by the balanced scoring. Following Spider were Glenn Van Wieren with 20 points, Gary Nederveld with 18 and Clare Van Wieren, the coach's ideal sixth man,
came in off the bench to dump in
14 points.
MIAA
BASKETBALL STANDINGS
at Mid-Season
W L pet.

Kalamazoo
Albion ......
Calvin
Olivet

5

1

.833

2
1
0

3
5
6

.400
.166
.000

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: ED BODDY
Ed Boddy (B.S., 1960) is a Traffic Supervisor for Illinois
Bell in Chicago. Ed directs 36 private switchboard consultants who serve the 5,000 switchboard customers in
Chicago's industrial South Side.

Traffic Assistant in Chicago's Irving Office, He stepped up
to his present j o b last spring.
Ed Boddy and other young men like him in Bell Telephone Companies throughout the country help bring the
finest communications service to the homes and businesses
of a growing America.

Ed came to Illinois Bell two years ago, entered the
management training program, and earned a promotion to
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Calvin To Open
Ski Slope
Calvin College students will
have their own ski slope pending
the completion of insurance arrangements. The slope will be one
of three college-operated ski
slopes in the United States actually on the school grounds.
The other schools which own
and operate on-campus ski slopes
are Dartmouth College and Michigan Technological Institute.
The" idea for the slope, located on the northern edge of Calvin's Knollcrest Campus, was
conceived by four members of the
college Ski Club. Getting enthusiasm from the student body to
promote the "slope idea" was no
hard task, as Calvin probably
contains as avid a body of skiing enthusiasts as any college
in the country.
Calvin's Ski Club appropriated $500 to establish the slope
with all the official regalia. Apparently the enthusiasm f o r the
slope was not ignored by Calvin's faculty, as the college administration agreed to assume all
operating costs if t h e slope is operated on a non-profit basis.
The slope has two main r u n s
which are 400 f e e t long, dropping
50 feet vertically in their downward angle of 20 degrees. Brush
and trees on both sides serve as
windbreaks.

Varsity

Led by Buys

Basketball Team

by David Bach
The cohesive Flying Dutchmen were dauntless Saturday
night as they triumphed over Albion 60-57 in a hardcourt tussle
at Albion.
Hope won the game in the final
quarter, winning their fourth
straight MIAA contest. The
Dutchmen evened the count at
51-all with a little over three
minutes remaining in the game
and never fell behind again. The
uphill fight was headlined by
Jim "Spider" Vander Hill who
netted 16 points in the whirlwind
second half.
Albion had dominated the first
half action, but Glenn Van
Wieren and "Spider" proceeded
to pump in baskets from all angles with precision while Gary
Nederveld retrieved all rebounds
within his reach. This resulted in
a steady weakening of Albion
forces in a game that also saw
an excess of fouling.
Hope's brilliant comeback win
threw the Britons from Albion
off the unbeaten track, and made
Hope the only unbeaten club in
the conference. High scorers for
the Flying Dutchmen were Vander Hill with 23 and Van Wieren, who sank a total of 13.
The brother combination of
Glenn and Clare Van Wieren,
who were recently featured in
The Detroit Free Press, continue
to click for the Hope squad. Also. Coach DeVette's reserves are
filling positions in the lineup
with adeptness.

annoying Calvin press and their
cwn poor ball handling. It wasn't
until Hope pulled ahead 31-30
with approximately four minutes
left in the first half that the
spunky Knights showed any
signs of folding. The Dutch went
on from there to lead 44-35 at
the half.
The Knights blitzed right back
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